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NEWS FROM PULAU PEF



Latest Creation made by 
Pak Busro



Raja4Divers presents five new path lightning made by our island artist Pak 
Busro! As the former lightning was getting old already, we discussed this 
issue with Pak Busro. The goal was to find a long-term solution to illuminate 
the paths that fit into our Papua resort. The idea of ‘totems’ in Papua style 
came up and was accepted by all with enthusiam. 

After the decision has been made Pak Busro disappeared in the woods of 
Pulau Pef. We hardly saw him on the island but we heard the chainsaw 
howling out of the forest from time to time. 

After about two weeks Pak Busro and his team reappeard dragging one 
totem after another out of the woods to the resort - we were speechless! 



Close encounter with Bryde’s 
whales in Front of the Resort



What a magical moment! 

Not more than 900 metres from our resort 
guests were incredibly lucky. On their 
way back from diving they had a close 
encounter with Bryde’s whales just in front 
of the resort. What a hightlight.

Birds in a feeding frenzy, the sea is boiling 
and even a marlin is lucky with catching 
a few fish. Reason enough for the boats 
crew to turn around to check out what is 
going on in Raja Ampats waters. When 
getting closer a huge, long back appeared 
at the surface and then a second one. 
Whales, that are whales!

Without hesitation the guests put mask 
and snorkel on and glided into the water. 
Even young Beni, one of our boatscrew, 
jumped bravely into the deep blue. It was 
the diveguides who did not trust these 
huge creatures until our dive guru Ueli 
was able to persuade them to get into 
the water too. They stayed close to Ueli 
like remoras normally do. A breathtaking 
moment for the whole group. 



We were extremely lucky that  
Thomas Haider joined for diving 
too. He had his camera ready 
to take fantastic footage of the 
Bryde’s whales. We are still 
delighted that Thomas returned 
with these amazing pictures. 

Thank you very much, Thomas!!



Future Diveguides 
in Training



Silas, from the village Jarweser, und Elisa, from our neighbour village Mutus, have a dream. 
They want to become diveguides with Raja4Divers. 

Papuans feel comfortable in the water right from the beginning. When they are diving they move 
like a fish, but they find the theory a hard nut to crack.

The dive instructors Rainer and Arif did intensive training and teached them all relevant details 
about diving. Finally the hard-working students were ready to do the theoretical test which they 
all passed. In the meantime Elisa and Silas are joining the daily diving trips to learn from the 
certified divemasters. They learn from their diving collegues every day to finally become certified 
divemasters themselves. Soon they will know the divesites around Pulau Pef by heart to show 
our guests the unique marine life in Raja Ampat. 

Elisa

Silas



Cephalopod:   
Octopus & Sepia



Octopus and sepia are real artists. They 
can transform, change colours or move 
as fast as a rocket. And did you know that 
they belong to the most intelligent animals 
in the world?   
Common sightings in Raja Ampat are reef  
and pharaoh cuttlefish, common octopus 
but also the smalest and one of the world’s 
most dangerous marine animal, the blue-
ringed octopus. Cephalopod are born as 
a mini version of the adults and they are 
independent from day one. The average 
lifespan is with one to three years short. 



Wonderpus

Extraordinary encounter at the house reef



Development of the 
New Logistics Jetty



Logistics jetty? More than that! 

The new jetty is almost ready to use. Our brand logistics jetty will 
be a big advantage for future deliveries of fuel and the handling of 
our dive tanks to and from the compressor. Additionally the new 
jetty offers a new option for divers and snorkellers to explore the Pef 
housereef easily. 

The logistic jetty is 150 metres long and located at the end of our 
resort where we have our compressor, generator, our carpentry, the 
workshop and the fuel storage. The jetty is built along the cliff at the 
south end of the resort in a winding shape until it finally reaches the 
reef edge.



The jetty needs to withstand strong winds and waves. To pile the 
massive mangrove wood poles into the seabed the poles need to 
be sharpened first. Togheter with a jet of water we can pile the poles 
as deep as possible into the seabed. Thanks to the constant water 
movement the sand around the piles gets compressed and the whole 
construction becomes as hard as concrete. 

A special ironwood construction made of thick poles link the stakes. 
It also builds the frame for the 4 cm thick ironwood planks which are 
put diagonally building the walkway. The ironwood needs to be pre-
drilled because the planks are hard as iron otherwise it’s impossible 
to hammer nails into the wood. 

We can hardly wait to dedicate the new jetty!





DID YOU KNOW?
You may know that we have many palm trees on Pulau Pef. 
But what many people do not know is that coconut palms do 

not belong to the land and therefore all our palm trees are not 
part of the land lease. Therefore we had to buy the coconut 

palms separately which is the normal case here in Raja 
Ampat.

First of all we needed to find out who the different owners 
were to invite them to Pulau Pef. The owners finally arrived on 

Pulau Pef to mark all palm trees with different colours. After 
counting the palm trees we had to pay the owners. We finally 
bought 602 coconut palms in different sizes. Our staff is now 

picking coconuts regularly to avoid the risk of falling coconuts. 

The best of all is: We have fresh and chilled coconuts as 
welcome drink for all arriving guests!
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